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Ideas / Needs

- SOA Cloud maturity model
  • BV = sustain the gains
- Projects present Service enabled applications
  • With demos and BV
  • Industry examples
- Continuous Delivery, Builds scripting
- Define comm strategy, transition into Action Plan, build a syllabus, develop our people. & Teach for each strategic focus area
- Technology stack- be cognizant of the needs (eg closed bds programs)
- To prepare material – discussion points for TLT session
- Create Team Center private cloud
  • BV = reduction of infrastructure
- Create MDM instead of duplicating of data
- Include Business Capability and related BPM PPT- Demos
- COTS software and devices assessment model to ensure the applications align to Services enabled applications

Work harder to make closed session ppt - demos to open session
limit closed session

More round table open sessions

Move open sessions to front of the agenda
key notes at the front

Repeat sessions because there is too many concurrent sessions

Record / publish every session with a wireless network

Improve email distribution list & process (external and Internal)
Key take aways – BV back to the business

• SOA Automation of Continuous delivery can be done in 2-5 minutes
• Security and related patterns remains to be topic to work
• PKI in the cloud (Security in Services)
• IOT sensors on BTE equipment Globally
• Application of security patterns
• Don’t panic SOA and Cloud can be implemented incrementally
• Transitioning current developers to a Services enabled pattern
• Private clouds are ready for teams to leverage